
THE QUICK 

AND EASY

INSTAGRAM
AUDIT!
 

NEED  TO  RAMP  UP  

YOUR  INSTAGRAM? 

CONTACT  US :

HELLO@THEPINSTAGRAMMER .COM
 
WWW .THEPINSTAGRAMMER .COM



W W W . T H E P I N S T A G R A M M E R . C O M

The information in this workbook is not to be shared with others , unless explicit permission is given .

Should it be found that the information on this has been shared , or you use the content of these 

documents to claim as your own , we will seek reparation under the copyright act .

Please not following :

Our worksheet contains opinions and doesn ’t reflect the opinions of any organizations we might be 

affiliated with . .

Any information provided on this workbook is accurate and true to the best of our knowledge , but 

there may be omissions , errors or mistakes .

You are reminded that the information in this workbook is for entertainment and/or informational 

purposes only and shouldn ’t be seen as any kind of advice , such a medical , legal , tax , emotional or 

other types of advice , relying on this information it ’s at your own risk , as you are responsible at the end 

of the day for your business .

I actually studied Instagram!

Hi! My name is Nicola and I am The 
Pinstagrammer!

A LITTLE BIT 
ABOUT ME:

I have been a Passionate Instagrammer and Pinterester for years. This year however I started 

focusing dedicated time to it as part of a research study I did for my Diploma in Creativity. 

Lets create come magic. 

Lets make your INstagram brand Cohesive and amazing!
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Check your Social Blade Ranking

What are you competitors doing?

What are the most common #'s your compitors 

are using?A quick checklist for your Instagram profile

What are your top 3 Business goals?

Current Instagram Handle? @______ How many Followers do you have?

How often do you post? What is your engagement score? (This is a %)

Let's look at your current situation and positioning!

What is your engagement score? (This is a %)

Is your profile a business account?

Is your logo clear and fits the profile 

space?

Is there a clear call to action in your 

bio?

You have an email address linked?

https://socialblade.com/
https://influencermarketinghub.com/micro-influencers-vs-celebrities/
https://influencermarketinghub.com/micro-influencers-vs-celebrities/
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Is your handle (Your @name) Suitable for your 

business?

Let's now take a deeper look at your profile and bio!

If no - Brain storm so alternatives

If we use my personal account as an example, my  

name in the title of my bio can be Nicola Knobel – 

Graphic design and my handle might be 

@crazycatlady123. 

 

This wont work, it does not look professional, So if 

your business name is unavailable consider using 

periods and underscores

@nicola.knobelgraphics 

@nicolaknobel_designer etc

Your Bio Title Name

Instagram is actually quite generous with the amount of space they give you for this. They give you 30 

characters. So think about putting a searchable term alongside it.

Currently mine is NZ Graphic Designer & Artist.

This translates over to later in the conversation where you start following other accounts, when you 

like someone's page and just your name comes up? What is that telling them? But if you place 

something in your name Bob, widget maker, or Sarah lifestyle blogger, or Joanna fitness coach, this 

automatically gives some credibility

Try it below:

Your Bio, Information and Call to action!

Now this is the Prime real-estate you really want to spend some time on. Instagram offers up 150 

characters for you to develop a relationship with your customer, and provide a call to action. It is really 

key to get that “call of action” to drive those website clicks. Consider Inserting Emoji's

Map out your bio below:

 

What is the website link you will be using? Is it mobile optimised?
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Let's now take a look at your Instagram style!

Using your product or brand, how will you style your feed to show that you are

serious about your niche?

Draw what your theme looks like over your first 9 posts:

Questions to consider:

What is your colour theme?

What ties your posts together?

Are you going to include white space or quotes?

Will you use other people's content? (Resharing or Reposting?)



THE 
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BEST TIMES TO POST! (CST)

Monday: 7 pm. & 10pm.

Tuesday: 3:00 a.m. & 10pm.

Wednesday: 3pm to 5pm.

Thursday: 5am - 7am & 11pm.

Friday: 1am. 5am & 8pm.

Saturday: 12am. & 2 am

Sunday: 5 pm

 

 

 

 BEST TIME IS WEDNESDAY 3PM

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

HOW MANY POSTS?

Depending on your niche and market 

anywhere between 2-8x a day.

GREAT 

INSTAGRAM 

CONTENT

YOUR

BRAND

RESHARES YOUR 

PRODUCT

QUOTES

www.thepinstagrammer.com

BEHIND

THE SCENES
WORST TIME IS SUNDAY!

POST

 

1080X

1080

PROFILE

110X110

LANDSCAPE POST

 

1080X

566

STORY

 

1080X

1920


